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The absorotion and retlection spectra of GaP, CaAs , OaSb,

InP, InAs, and InSb in the region fro-n 15 to 4O eV are r>re-

sented and cornpared with those obtained fron characteristic

electron energy losses. From these data, Information about

the density of conduction stätes, the matrix elernents for

transitions f rom the outermost core levels t o the conduction

bands, and the energy and spin-orbit splittinas of those core

levels i s obtained. X-ray photoemission data (P;SC£) in the
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the results of absorption and emission snectroaconv.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of the III-V semiconductors have

received considerable attention, especially in the region of

l 2interband transitions. ' Computer calculations of the dielec-

tric constant fron the band structures have yielded assign-

ments of the observed optical structure to transitions at

definite regions of the Brillouin zone. Most of the optical

transitions between the valence and conduction bands occur

below 7 eV, a region in which continuous conventional vacuum

uv spectroscopical sources are available. Above 7 eV the

usual gas disCharge sources yield discrete spectra and poor

resolution ensues.

The most appropriate source for spectroscopical work in

this region has proven to be the radiation emitted by the
4

electron Synchrotrons. Brief reports on absorption measure-

ments in III-V conroounds, perfomed with Synchrotron radiation

for nhoton energies between 15 and 16O e\ have recently

appeared. ' This work yields Information about the energies

of core levels, including their spin-orbit Splittings, the

density of conduction s täte s, and the matrix e lernen t s for core

to conduction band transitions. We present in this paper ab-

sorption and reflection measurenents in the 15-40 eV region

for amorphous and crystalline GaP, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, and

InSb and reflection rneasurements for crystalline CdTe. Our

results are compared with the optical constants obtained from

earlier reflectnnce measurements and those obtained in charac-

teristic electron energy loss exoeriments. A comparison is

also raade with theoretical calculations of densities of con-

duction states.



The optical measurements mentioned above yield enerav dif-

ferences between the qround state and excited states, Under

tne usual assumptions , Koopmans ' theore-n yields for this dif-

ference the difference between the energie^ of two corresnondino

one-electron states. Information about the encrgy of the ini-

tial one-electron core states referred to the Fermi energy cnn

be obtained with X-ray photoem.ission spectroscopy (ESCM . VJe

present here ESCA neasurements for the III-V co^nounds mentioned,

By comparing these results with the optical absorotion data

and the density of conduction states we conclude that the

energy of the optical transitions i s , within the scatter of

available data , equal to the difference between the final and

initial one electron enerqies. Similar conclursions also

to apply to o the r iraterials of the ger^aniun-zincblende fa^ilv. '

II. EXPERIMEN

a. Optical neasurements

The oxperiments were performed with tne radiation cf the nL

electron Synchrotron, rr.onochrorratizcd with a norrnal-incidence

o
gratinq Instrument. The typical resolution was 2 A over t ho

whole energy ränge (15 - 4O eV) , i.e. , O. l eV at 25 eV.

"leasurements for the materials under consideration above 4O eV

have been publisnec elsewhere . A Bendix or>en ma-'Tnetic r.ulti-

plier was used äs a detector . The sample s for the trnnnnlsiicn

measurements v;ere obtained by flasn evanoration. They vjere

f ound to be omornhous by electron mri croscopy when evanornted on

Substrates at room temperature (i^aP , GaAs , InP r InAs) or at

-3O C (InSb, GaSb) . Cry stalline sarnoles were obtained for suh-



strate temperatures between 20O and 3OO°C. The fi 1ms were de-

posited on a KCl-coated microscope slide and mounted on a copper

rnesh after removing them from the Substrate by floatation on

water. Those used for the transrnission measurements had thick-

nesses between 5OO and 14OO R, äs determined with a Tolansky

interferometer with an accuracy of about 1O%. Samples of at

least three different thicknesses were measured foreach ma-

terial. The thickness was also determined during eva^oration

with a calibrated quartz-crystal thickness monitor. This de-

terinination agreed usually within 1O% with the Tolansky value,

although sometines deviations äs high äs 2O% wore found. We

therefore lielievc that the absolute values detcrnined for the

absorption coefficient arc affected by an error of less than

2O%, wViich stems mainly f rorr uncertainties in tho samule

thicknesses.

For t h G reflection measurer^.ents we used oolished bulk

samples. They were etched either in methanol + Br (C-aAs , InAs,

InP, r-aP) or in methanol + I (InSb, GaSb) . Measurements

were oerformed under naarly-nornal ineidenee (15 ) with the

g
ref IGctone ter described else^/hore .

b) ESC A Measuronients

The J1SCA r^easurement;; were perfor^ed with the ESC A-3 systen

mnnufacturod by Vacaum r-enerators at a oressurc lo'-'er than

l'J torr. The sample s used were cut, nolishod, and etched

(see G t chan t s abnvo ) n-1'/DG crysta 1s with c.^rrier concentra-

tions sufficiently high to place the Tcrni enerny at less than

O. l oV frorn the botton of the conduction band. The K (1s) line

of carbon, in larnnblack or aranhite forn (283.8 ev ) , was used



for the calibration of the spectrometer. The measurenents were

performed with the 1486.6 eV x-rays line of an AI anöde and the

1253.6 eV line of a 'lg anöde.

All samples measured were fairly conducting and, with. the

7
exception of f.aAs and GaP, no charging effects were observed.

This was ch.eck.ed by performing exnsrinents with different x-

ray tube ernission currents: charging of the sammle produces a

shif t of the ESC A l ine s roughly nroportinnal to the e^.ission

current. Such shif t s were observed for CaAs and GaP probably

due to the poor electrical contact between sample and sam.nle

holder. This poor contact can be attributed, at least in

GaAs, to the nresence of an cxide surface layer sines it is

also associated with the presence of the characteristic cherpi-

cal y shifted lines of As in As-3- in the E3CA spectrurr.

Bombardment of the sample with Ar -ions produces a

disappearance of both, the As O l ine s and the chnrgincj effects

At the same time, an increa.se in the Ga and As line s and s

decrease in the strength of tne onnipresent K_ line of oxyaen

aftor ion bombardment was observed. Whilc no charrl rr effect

was obscrved for GaSb and InSb, n disanoenrnnco of the So« .")_

l ine s arte r ion bo-nbardnant wns also noted. All ê,?

were oerformed at room tempornture.

in. :*Ei3UT/rs

a. Optical "'easurenents

The absorption spectra of cryntalline and a^oruhous GaP,

GaAs, GaSb, InP, and InSb, obtained in the -nannor describod

above in tiie 15-4O eV region, are ,~>hown in Fig. l. The

spectra for In?is havc already apneared elsc^/ncre. Suner-

imposed on the tail of the valence to conduction banci transitin
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one sees structure which can easily be identified with transitions

originating a t the outermost d core levels of the cations

(DTT } and of the anions (D ., antimonides only) . The D„

structures of the arsenides occur above 4O eV. No such

structures exist for the phosphides since P does not have d-

levels in the core. The D transitions show considerable fine

structure in the crystalline materials (especially in the anti-

monides) which appears broadened in the corresponding amorphous

compounds.

In Fig. 2, we conpare the crystalline spectra of Fig. l

and Ref. 6 with those obtained from characteristic electron

12energy losses (GEL) and from the Kramers-Kronig processing

13of early reflectivit y data. Such conroarison is not possible

for InP because of the unavailability of CEL and previous

reflectivity data. The agreenent between the coarse features

of the three absorption spectra for each material of Fig. 2

(only two are available for GaSb) is quite reasonable. This

is particularly so when one considers the amount of processing

the experinental data of Ref. 12 and 13 have to undergo before

the absorotion spectra are obtained. The reflectivity spectra

of ^ef. 13 are linited to energies smaller than 26 eV Emd thus,

a Kramers-Kronig analysis is bound to aive inaccurate data in

thc region above 15 eV. Also, the discrete line source used

in Ref. 13 does not permit resolution of the fine structure

of the D transitions. This fine structure aonears more

prominently in the CEL data which are obtained continuously

aa a function of freguency. A doublet D T structure is re-

cognised for GaAs , GaSb, and In^Vs and less clearly for Gap

and InSb. The suneriority of the resolution obtained with

Synchrotron radiation is clearly mani fested in the quadru^let



structure observed for InAs and InSb. The larqest disors-

pancies are observed for GaP. It is, however, gratifyinq that

our data lie half-way between the CEL data and those of Ref, 13.

Figure 3 shows the reflection spectra of crystalline Gap,

GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, and InSb directly measured with syn-

chrotron radiation. For the sake of conoarison, we have added

to this figure the early data of Ref. 13 for GaAs, InAs, GaP,

and InSb, and the soectra calculated from the data of Fig. l

and from the CEL data of Ref. 12. In order to calculate the

reflection spectra from the data of Fig. l, we must obtain tnc

real part of the refractive index n by performinq the apnro-

priate KraTiers-Kronig Inversion. For this puroose, the data

of Fig. l in the 15-4O eV interval were extended to lower

energies with the data of Ref. 13 and t o higher energies v: i t h

those of Ref. 5. The obtained soectral denenüences of n are

shown in Fig. 4.

Since the incoming and reflected intensities were not

determined simultaneously, no accurate absolute values of the

ref lectivity v/ere obtained. We have there fore , scaled the

measured reflectivities so äs to coincide with the ones cal-

culated from Fig, l around the first ̂ TTT naxi'num. The aaree-

nent between the two sets of available reflectivity soectra

is particularly good for InP and "aAs. In all cases tne

l arge 31 äiscrar>ancies aonear for tlie data of Pnili1^ and

Khrenreich, a fact which can be attri;juted to trxe inadeguacy

of the conventional gas discharge soectro'sconic source availnbl?

to these authors. The guadrunlet structure o£ the ̂ TTT tr^nsi-

tions , discussed in connection ^Titli Fia. l, can also be seen



in our measured reflectivity soectra (Fig. 3) of InAs and inP

but not for InSb. Remaining discreoancies between the solid

and the dashed curves of Fig. 3, may be due to structural di f̂ -̂

ferenc-es between the thin fi 1ms used for the transmission work

and the bulk sanples used to moasure reflection spectra.

There may be in tnis last case, some influence of the surface

treatment (polish and etch). Also, scattered licht should

affect reflectivity more strongly than transTnission measure-

nents especially because of the small reflectivities above 15

eV äs compared with the values below 15 eV. We point out in this

resnect that the CEL data were taken for evaporated thin filns

with the exception of OaP, for which an etched bulk crystal

, 12was used.

The enerqies of the various structures observed in the 15-40

eV region v/i t h the three methods discussed above (reflection,

transTTiission, C£L) are given in Table I.

b) ESCA "leasurenents

Figure 5 shows the ESCA soectra of the outermost d levels

of nap (--l of Ga) , GaAs, (M of Ca and of As), naSb

(-'IVfVof f-a -^nd :JIV/;of Sb), InP (N̂ .̂of In), InAs (N̂ ôf In^M^

As) and InSb (NIV yof In,NIV yof Sb). The resolution is essentlally

deter:nined by the widtli of the x-ray source (Ka, 9 line of AI,
l, z

1.2 eV w i d t h ) « . It suf f icos to resolve the N T T 7 spin-orbit
J_ v • V

doublet of Sb and to give an indication of this Splitting for

In in In?. The «structures observed are tabulated in Table II.

It is interesting to point out that all the Sb lines of

InSb and GaSb and the As lines of InAs measured after etching

apoeared split. Tney had the lov;-energv corrnonent of Table II

accornpanied by a second comnonent with 3 eV higher binding



energy. Similar doublet structures were also observed for

crystalline Sb. The high energy component of theso doublets

can be attributed to antimony and arsenic Oxides. These com-

oonents disappear after bombardment with Ar-ions (l yA for one

aour) . Such disappearance is accomoanied by a decrease in the

intensity of the oxygen 532 eV line. This line i s present in

all our samples although in the antinonides i t is masheü by tnc

71 line of Sb-O . Also, cnarging effects, which were ob-

served for GaP and GaAs due to ooor contact with the sandle

aolder, disappeared af ter ion bombardricnt.

IV JISCUSSIOM

'.•-3 present in Fig. 6, the offective nurnber of electrons ner

nolecule ••< ffr ( 10) which have contributed to the trnnsitions in

the ränge of ^ig . l at cnergies lower than w. This nvrnber is

obtained with the exnression:

Iw•effv^' = 2.28 x 10 aQ l u(cu)n(to)du (1)

to
0

where a is the lattice constant in cn, y the absor^tion co-
o

efficient in cm , n the real -nart of the refractive index,

(Fig. 4) , and the ohoton energy oj ^ms t be given in elcctron

volts. As initial energy w we have taken 13 GV. MG notice in
o

Fig . 6 t h a t u 71 t o 4 O eV on ly a sma 11 fracticn of t ho outGmo--, t

core d electrons have exhausted their o^cillator strenath.

One nust actually go to 1OO eV in InSb and to about 25O eV in

GaP if one wants to get M _ _ to be the total nu.'iber of outermosl
elf

core a electrons (2O in InSb, 1O in InP). 4The large energy

spread of these transitions, äs conparec7 with the tynical IG eY

spread of the valence

centrifugal barrier effect of Fano and Cooper.
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Figures l and 2 contain contributions of the core electrons

superimposed on the tail of the valence band transitions . In

order to study quantitatively the core electrons contribution,

we fit the tail of the valence transitions before the onset of

-r
JTT to a DO wer law of the form w : r turn s out to lie between

2 and 3 . We tnen subtract thio extranolation f rom the total

absorption coef ficient in the ^j-r-r region and obtain the experi-

nental curves of Fig . 7 . These curves can be interpreted with

the Standard expression for the imaginary part of the dielectric
14

constant of a cubic material (in atomic units)

= il! < P2> N(") (2)

2
where <P > i s a square ^vernrre natrix e lerne nt of the linear mo-

rnentum, vhich we shall treat äs nearly independent of energy,

and :\ (w) the combined density of states . Because of the f lat-

nes3 of core levels , 11^ is essentially determined by the den-

sity of conduction states . Since n is only weakly f requency-

denendent in the region of interest {see Fig. 4) , we conclude

fron L"-j. (2) t hat the absorntion coef ficient u should be pro-

portional to N'̂ /u. We nur? t, however, allow for the contribu-

tion of two sets of core ^TTT iGvels , because of the spin-orbit

16
Splitting of the cation (O. 9 sV for In, 0.5 eV for Ge ) and

we must also take into account the multiplicity of these levels

>.Te thus find:

-< P2> 3̂ 7 (w-u,) + 2N (u- u,- A,) (3), , ,2 c d c d a

representn the density of conduction states, u, the
c a
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onset Of the D transitions and A , the spin-orbit Splitting

of the core states . VJe show in Fig . 7 the fit to the experi-

17 1 8
mental data with Eq. (3) using the calculated N . '

2
From these fits we obtain the average matrix elements < P >

liste d in Table III» These matrix elements are nearly an order

of raagnitude srnaller than the typical valence-conduction matrix

elements ( 0. 6 Bohr radii , see Ref. 14) .

In Figs. l, 2, and 7 the strength of the D structure de-

creases with increasing atomic number of the anion (GaP > GaAs >

OaSb) and i t ine r e äs es with increasing atomic number of the

cation. This trend can be qualitative ly cxolained in terms of

19Phillius ' ionicitv scale (the Phillips1 ionicities f. for

the comnounds under consideration are li?ited in Tablo IV) . The

D structure s correspond to transitions fron the d core levels

of the cation to the cation -l ike lowest conduction bands . An

increase in ionicity sniTts the electron density of tho lo'ver.t

conduction bands tov;ards the cation. The core wave functions

cation and tiierefor-3 a saift of the conduction wave function

tov;ards hhe cation should produce an increase in the strength

of the D structure^. According to Table IV the ionicity in-

craases when the atomic numbcr of the cation. incronGes and

vicGver^a for the anton. Thus the stren.'-rths of 0 is exnected

to i n er o äse ^iien t.'ic atomi c nurrLber of thc cation incre ases and

decreas'3 v;hen th?t cf the anion increase^, in agreeT.ent ^rith

the observation^ .

The "snectra sho'-m in Fig. 7 for the Ca comr>cundo represent

csGcnticilly the Jensity of conduction states (thc snall spin-

orbit snlittina of the core levels i 3 not resolved in the ex-
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oerinental spectra) . Thi:> density of States has two peaks
•i -p l 7 l R 1

(D , D T T T ' as tne rnost: prorainent features. ' The ̂  j

peaks originate at tie ratner f lat two lowest conduction bands

2
near X and D-,T a t tne second lowest (L ) band near L. We

l 2
have also ooserved the equivalent of the IXTI ~DTTT structures in th<

l 2
reflection spectrum of Cd'I'e (see ̂ TT/DTT Fig. 8). We did not see tne

l 2
spin-orbit solitting of the D ~DTT structures in tnis soectrun:

this Splitting was also rr.issinq in the reflection spectrum of InSb

4
(Fig. 3) . The :3 J and D _ structures , observed f or a nurnber

of III-V compounds (Table 1) also appears for CdTe, (For the

divalent Cd these lines are labeled ^-ry) - In the absence of

density of s tätes calculations we believe thpt these structures

3 4
are associated with the r {n ) and the upoer ricC DjT ) con-

duction bands. These bands are tyr^ically 8 eV and 11 eV above

the botton of the conduction band. Tnere are indeed rather

flat nortions of tne bands at ener~fies near that of P -, -.,.

Concerninq the spectrn of tne amorphous materials, (Fig. 1}

ve note a co-nplete disapnearance of the f ine structure of the

DT _ transitions (exception: InSb wnich may havc some sucht

crystallinity) . Defcrer.ce 21 reported a similar lack of fine

structure for the valence tran^itions and also a shift towards

lower enerqies in the position 'i\r naximum of the order of

l eV.rv^h P r,M. ft l r- analoaous to that observed in Fig. 1. We

note tnat the D -D + A structure i s essentially the same for
v v

=?^orphous and for cry stalline Trateria l (InSb, Fig. 1) . These

->eBks do not show any fine structure related to the density of

ccnduction s tätes.

Tn Tablc II it i.s cap-v-/ to see that the chenical siiifts of

22
-'nc coro levels of ^ coT.pound (with respect to the pure elenent )
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are nearly the same for all levels of a given atora in a given

compound. We have therefore listed in Table IV the average cheni-

cal shifts determined for the III-V conpounds. We observe in

general, positive shifts <$TTT for the cations and negative shifts <5V

for the anions, corresponding to a transfer of electrons from

cation to anion in the partially ionic bonding. Sinilar effects

have been reported for the II-VI compounds. The difference

6 - 6- 6 should therefore be related to some effective Charge.

As shown in Table IV, the chemical shift for a given atom usually

increases with increasing ionicity of the compound (exception: GaAs-*-

GaSb) however a simple relationship between 6 and f. was not found.

This may be due in part, to uncertainties in <5 which stem from

the uncertainties in the measurenents of core levels of the

compound (typically ±O.2 eV) and the pure elernent (typically ±ö.3 eV

Also the röle of the Fermi energy äs the reference in ESCA

measurements introduces considerable uncertainties: due to

surface stätes (surface Charge layers) all bands, including the

core levels, may be bent near the surface. It is at present, not

clear whether the observed core levels are those at the surface,

at the bulk, or sonewhere in between. The answer to this ques-

tion should be determined by the Penetration depth of the X-

rays and the escape length of the photo-electrons. We are pre-

sently performing ESCA measurements in semiconductors äs a func-

tion of doping in ordcr to clarify this problem.

iSfe note that the core shift of the anions rapidly goes to

zero through the sequence P-As-Sb. A similar effect was also
•7

found by Vesely and Langer for the II-VI compounds through the

sequence S-Se-Te. Tnis effect is, to some extent, related to

the decrease of the gap of the material through these sequences.

The core levels of the anion are actually tied more closely to

the valence band than to the conduction band since the tOT5 of
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the valence band is largely anion-like. The reference energy

for the ESCA measurements, i.e. the Fermi energy is very close

to the bottom of the conduction band in the bulk. A decrease in

the k-O gap should have äs a result a decrease in the "binding

energies" of the anion vithout a corresponding change in the

binding energies of the cation which are tied to the conduction

b an d.

Following our assumption that the Ferroi level (K3CA re-

ference level) coincides v/ith the bottom of the conduction band,

and using the calculated densities of conduction states, it is

oossible to estimate from the ESCA data the energies of the

main DG äks (DTTT / ^v) seen in absorption spectroscopy. These

energies snould be egual to the corresnonding ESCA binding energy

nlus t:ie cneray 3 u of the X -X_ conduction states (first peak in
•"* c 1 3

the density of states) measured from the botton of the conduc-

tion band. -'-Te l i.s t in Table V the dif ference between the enerqy

of several peak s in the absorption ^oectra of III-V coripounds and

the corresponding t-;3CA binding energios. In RIO s t cases this

^ifferenc-a is close to the calculated value of 6o> , also listet!c
in Taole '/. "Jhe fev^ existing discreriancies aro probably due to

sxperimental uncertainties. V.'G thus conclude that the optical ex-

citation enerqies, are within the accuracy of available infornation

equal to the Jifference in the one-electron energies of the

final and initial states.

V7e -vould like to thank Dr. ''. Skibowski and Jr. 3. Sonntag

for valuable he1p in the optical exoerimentg and for discu^sions.

The assistence of "r. (̂ . Krutina with the ESCA measurements is

also grate£ully acknowledged.
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FIGURE CAPTIOMS

1. Absorption spectra of several crystalline (solid line) and

amorphous (dashed line) III-V compounds in the 15-4O eV re-

gion a t room temperature.

2. Comparison of the cry s t alline spectx"a of Fig. l (solid line)

with those obtained from characteristic electron eriergy
12losses (- - } and from reflection measurerrents with con-

ventional vacuum uv sources. (.— .— .— .) The vertical

flags indicate estinated errors. (InP not inelüded in Refs,

12 and 13).

3. Reflection spectra of six crystalline lli-V seniconductors

obtained with Synchrotron radiation (- - ) at room tennerature

compared with earlier reflectivity data

(—*•—•"InP and GaSb not available), with Kramers-Kronia

calculations from the data of Fig. l (- • ——.-—) and with

calculations from cl

InP not available^ .

calculations from characteristic energy loss data {

4 . Real part of the refractive index of several III-V seni con-

ductors obtained äs discussed in the text from the data of

Fig. 1.

5. ESCA spectra of the Outermost d ccre levels of GaP, GaAs, GaSb,

InP,lnAs andlnSfc,asobserved with the K line of AI.

6. Nurnber of ef f ective electron s which corresponds to the cry-

stallino spectra of Fig. l, äs obtained with Eq. (1).

7. Contribution of the !:)TTT transitions to the absorption spectrum

of GaAs , GaSb, IriAs and InSb ( •) compared with the den-
17 l ftsity of conduction statcs -L/'-LO appropriately modified so äs to

take into account the N jy v sr)litting of In and Ga ( - - - - - - )

This Splitting is too small to be resolved experimentally in

the Ga compounds. ( 0.5 eV 16) ,

8. Reflection spectrum of CdTe between 11 and 25 eV measured at

room temperature with Synchrotron radiation.
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OaP GaAs InP TnAs InSb

D
111

20,6 a 20 ,9 a 20, 8a lS ,3 a 18,5

20,9 b 20 ,6 b 20,4 b 18,8b 18,5

21,3° 21,Oc 20,3C

b
13,1

D l l l+ Ad

21,2 19,7a

19,7b

19,5

19,4

19,6

b
19,2

18,9 b

l '
'lll

20,0 '

D 111

23. l

23,2

23, 3

23. Oa 2 2 , 3 a 21,6a 21,5

2 2 , 9 b 2 2 , 2 b 21, 6 b 21,3

2 3 , 2 ° 2 2 , 5 ° 21, r,

2O,9

21,0'

b
15,6

22,4

22,5
b

22,

22,

21,

III
24,4b 24,4b

26, O

24 ,7"

25

IS,9'

4
'l II

28,4 23,5
b

28,3 29,8

28,5°

a a
29,2 2R,1

27,5b

27,5°

21,8

43,l 33, 43,0

34,5' 34,3'

i-i trans^i^sion in thin f

b - FroT^ ref lection in ninrrle crvstals

c - Fron characteristic enerrrv lossen (̂ ê . 12)

d - From trans^ission in thin filn?(Pef. 5)

TABLE I Compilation of tho cnerctie^ of t!;̂  Gx^ori^pnt-i l structure1

observed ^or scveral III-v comnounds and for CdTe.
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OaP

TnP

(a)
r

"a As

InAs

,̂ >

CaSb

InSh

(a)
Sb

L
II

128.8

128.3

T,
III

129.7

129.1

132.2

1358

1358.6

1322.3

1322.35

1323.1

M
I

186.6

136.1

189.3

203.9

203.80

203.5

945

943.7

M

II

.144.95

144.25

146.4

311.9

811.4

811.9

M

III

139.95

139.65

140.5

765.9

765.05

765.6

M *1

IV V

40.8

40.65

41.2

536.8 527.4

536.3 527.0

536.9 527.5

"l

152.0

151.6

152.0

!in r:m

97.1

98.4

M N
IV V

32.6 31.45

32.20 31.05

31.4

(a) From "*ef. 22

TABLE II (continued) Comnilation of the binding energies of core levels with

respcct to thc Ferrni enerav obtained with J'SCA sD
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<P2>

photon
energy

OaA.s

o.ll

21.5 ev

T.aSb

O.O85

21 eV

InAs

0.14

23 eV

InSb

n. 10

19 eV

2 -l;ABLE III Average natrix elenent <P > in (Bohr radii)

required to fit the expe^irrental ??bsorr*tion with the

density of states (Piq. 7) at the aivon photon enerqy

- 6 T I I

6

äin-6v

f .i

,..r

1.9O

-2.85

4 . 7 5

0.37

—
1.60

-0.55

2.15

0.31

CaSb

2 . 5

0.0

2.5

0.26

InP

1. 2

-3.4

4 . 6

0. 42

Ina.s

O.S5

-0.6

1.45

0.36

InSb

0.4

-0.5

0.9

0.32

T AB L E IV Chenical shif t s of cation ( 6 ) and anion observed

in the IIT-V comnounds. Also, innicitv f. accordina toi
19Phillips.
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GaP

OaAs

r-aSb

InP

In A s

InSb

Ea - EESCA

DIII

1.6

l.G

0.8

1.4

1.6

1.85

DV

2.3

1.8

2.35

1.85

P
" III

1.45

1.7

pv

2.1

1.6

2.25

6 ti)
c

Ccilculated

(band theory)

1.8a

1.5b

2.5a

1.75b

Fron 3

13

TABLE v Difference hetween the energv of absorntion structure K due
11 J ' a

to transitionn originat.tng a t outor^ost core d and p

levels and the correspondina ESCA energies coranarsd with

the enerqv f>u of the first n^axi-run in the calculatcd dcnsitvc
of conduction stateR (origin - botto:n of conriuction band) .
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